5G ROLL- MUST BE STOPPED
BY EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE
Not only does 5G implementation pose a grave threat to humanity, it threatens all life on planet Earth.
“THE 5G ROLL-OUT HAS NOT EVEN BEEN APPROVED BY THE AMERICAN PEOPLE; NOR HAS IT BEEN PROPERLY
EVALUATED BY GOVERNMENT OR STUDIED BY QUALIFIED SCIENTISTS WITHIN THE IT, WIFI AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRIES.”

5G is dangerous to humanity. 5G poses multiple perils to the biosphere. 5G is the most dangerous technology ever approved
for widespread use in the United States.
Its implementation has been forced on communities everywhere without the public being properly informed. The way it’s being
foisted on larger cities around the country is both alarming and highly suspect.
When 5G is completely operational throughout the United States, the access to all personal data and device usage info will be
complete. Not only that, but any individual’s life can be put into lockdown with the push of a button.
Has your town installed new LED LIGHTS on your poles in the streets? LED lightbulbs are part of the 5G technology. It is
called Li Fi not Wi Fi, where Internet will be facilitated through the LED light bulbs in your home and on the streets. 5G has been
being deployed, bit by bit, without your knowledge. Years ago, Congress tried to ban incandescent light bulbs to be replaced by
LEDs stating that LEDs were simply more energy efficient. Clearly, that was not the reason for Congress to concern itself with
our lightbulbs. The mini HAARP will be spaced on every other or third LED telephone pole in your town, in your neighborhood,
constantly emitting health damaging frequencies all the time. And you will have them in your home.

TED TALK … Li Fi: THE PLAN - REPLACE WiFi and replace EVERY LIGHT BULB WITH LED
What if every light bulb in the world could also transmit data? At TED Global, Harald Haas demonstrates, for the first
time, a device that could do exactly that. By flickering the light from a single LED, a change too quick for the human
eye to detect, he can transmit far more data than a cellular tower — and do it in a way that’s more efficient, secure and
widespread. TED TALK: https://youtu.be/NaoSp4NpkGg

5G A Military Technology

The U.S. military developed a non-lethal crowd control weapon system called the Active Denial System (ADS). It uses
radio frequency millimeter waves in the 95GHz range to penetrate the top 1/64 of an inch layer of skin on the targeted
individual, instantly producing an intolerable heating sensation that causes them to flee. Just how effectively 5G can be
used as a conduit for disseminating different types of advanced weaponry remains to be seen. However, there’s no
question that 5G is being prominently configured in the U.S. military arsenal in order to guarantee the full-spectrum
dominance across the planet which the Pentagon is presently pursuing.

5G and Geoengineering
Perhaps the biggest concern about 5G is the marriage that will surely take place with chemical geo- engineering. This is where the
real problem begins for those nations that permit massive chemtrail-spraying operations in their skies 24/7. For the sheer volume
of aluminum and other toxic pollutants is creating a highly altered atmosphere. The troposphere, in particular, has been
transformed into a vastly different environment. The aluminum-containing chemtrail aerosols eventually fall to the surface of the
Earth. Together with the barium they create a medium of super-conductivity through which to convey frequencies of every sort
and kind. 5G Network Uses Same EMF Waves as Pentagon Crowd Control system. More information:
https://www.youtube.com/user/danewigington

The space environment will be impacted considerably by a vast array of specially-equipped 5G satellites beaming to and from
earth. On Valentine’s Day, 2018, Elon Musk announced an audacious plan to launch 12,000 low-orbit satellites “to beam an
ultrafast, lag-free Internet connection” to every square inch of the earth. They will contain PHASED ARRAY ANTENNAS and
will operate in the MILLIMETER WAVE SPECTRUM. In other words, 5G FROM SPACE. The first two test satellites were
launched on a Falcon 9 rocket one week later. News reports say “The initial satellites in the network are expected to come
online next year.” The earth has never experienced this before.

No one is ready for the tsunami of Fifth Generation (5G) radiation that has been unleashed by the Federal
Communications Commission, whose only health concern is whether or not 5G will “heat-up” human skin past a
certain degree.
The argument that 5G will have an effect on health is NOT an argument. So, don’t waste your time.
Only when 5G is “cooking” human beings will the FCC and the Health and Human Services consider any negative
health effects of this new generation of “beyond microwave” 5G millimeter (milli-wave) radiation that will be beamed
from 300,000 new cell phone towers in every US community – coming to the utility pole near you. Perhaps the FCC
should put their collective heads into a microwave oven, turn it on, and then say that microwaves and milli-waves are
harmless. Source: 5G: The Most Dangerous Technological Development of the Millennium

THE END GAME

Self-driving, automatic trucks and cars, smart homes, smart cities, smart dust, artificial intelligence, robotics-the end
games is TRANSHUMANISM. (www.2045.com). This is the Democratic Party Green New Deal being implemented
under our noses Even President Trump, in the name of jobs and economic domination, has just funded 5G development
to the tune of $20 Billion dollars to help private industry install it in rural communities. It is not about Climate Change.

Cryptocurrency (Cashless Society) Follow the money

Bitcoin, cryptocurrency, cashless Orwellian society needs 5G.
What can you do to stop this in your town? Download our 5G Freedom of Information Request and send by
certified mail to your Mayor, Council, Zoning Board and Town Attorney. Anyone can send a FOIA request.

https://vaccineliberationarmy.com/2019/04/17/5g-deployment-foia-freedom-of-information-acttemplate-for-local-governments-councils-zoning-boards/

